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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COhihilSSION
REGION I

Report Noi -50 271/92-15

Docket No. 50 271

License No. DPR-28

Licensec: Vermont Yankee Nucleat Power Corporation
ED 5. Box 169
Brattieboro. VeriuentJMQJ.

Facility Name: Ycnnent.. Yankee Nuckar_l'erer Station |

i

inspection At:- Vernon. Vermoru .j

inspection. Conducted: July 610.1992

'/!)Y!/d+Inspectors: arue 4& "
13iirie'l'eluso,gadiation Specialist Dfte /
Ef0uents Radiation Protection Section (ERPS)
Facilities Radiological Safety and '

Safeguards Branch (FRSSB)

' L4Jh pSr JY1v
Jaso#C. Jang?Sr Radfation Specialist bald
ERPS, FRSSB, Division of Radiation

Safeguards Branch (DRSS)
,

Approved by: tru - M A M/ 7></[1-.- _.

Robe /t J. Bordfi, Chief /ERf5',- FRfSB, DRSS '6atd/ i

Areas Insoccted: Annotinced safety inspection of the radiological environmental monitoring
and the liquid and airborne (gaseous and particulate) radioactive effluent control programs
including: management controls, quality assurance audits, meteorological monitoring

-- program, quality control program for analytical measurements, calibrations of
efDuent/ process radiation monitoring systems, surveillance test results of air cleaning
systems, and implementation of the above programs and the Offsite Dose Calculation hianrai
(ODCht). -

Egiulin Within the areas inspected, the licensee effectively implemented the above

; - ; programs. No safety concerns or violations of regulatory requirements were identified.
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1.0 Indlyidtials Cor11 acted

1.1 Ligglucc_l'ermtmd

J. Bourassa, Audit Team Leader, QA Audit Group
R. Grippardi, Quality Assurance Supervisor*

H. lleilman, I&C Engineer
E. Lindamood, Radiation Protection hianager*

' S. hicAvoy, Chemistry Assistant
R. Pagodin, Technical Services Superintendent*

S. Skibniowsky, Chemistry hianager*

D. Truesdell, Chemistry Technician
D. Voland, Chemistry Assistant - Environmental*

T. Watson, I&C hianager 1

D. Weyman, Senior Environmental Program hianager*

1.2 NRC_l'entwnd

P. Harris, Resident inspector*

Denotes those present at the exit interview on July 10, 1992.*

Other licensee employees were contacted and interviewed during this
inspection.

2.0 httpJnc _

<

The purpose of this inspection was to verify the licensee's capability to implement the
radiological environmental mt.aitoring program (FEh1P) and the radioactive efnuent
control program according to Technical Speci0 cations, the Offsite Dose Calculation
hianual (ODCht), and appropriate procedures during normal and emergency
operation.

3.0 Previmuly.hicatific111tuin

(Closed) Inspector Followup l'em (50-271/89-13-01) The licensee shall establish
appropriate monitoring for the turbine building roof vents or solicit approval for the
ueviation from the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation (NRR).

On September 26,1991, the licensee revised the Offsite Dose Calculation hianual
(ODCht) to incorporate a radioactive gaseous ef0uent monitoring prcgram via turbine
building roof vents pathway. An associate procedure (OP 2611, Gaseous Radwaste)
was revised to implement these new ODChi requiremt nts. On October 1,1991, the
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licensee initiated 0;c routine sampling program foi the turbine building roof vents
pathway (See S( - 8.0 of this inspection report for details).

On November 27,1991, the licensee submitted a letter to NRR regarding rerouting
the turbine building roof vents to discharge via the plant stack. This modification will
be completed no later than the end of the refueling outage in 1993 (about October
1993). Therefore, a radiation monitoring system will no; be installed for the turbine
building roof vents. The inspector stated that these corrective anions will be
reviewed during subsequent inspections. This item is closed.

(Closed) Unresolved item (50-271/92-09-03) Rerouting of Service Water Discharge
for Reactor fluilding Closed Cooling Water llcat lixchangers.

The licensec developed Temporary hiodifications (This) Nos. 92-27 a~l 92-28,
which provided an alternate path for the service water flow pathway, bypassing the
service water radiation monitoring system, while valves of the heat exchangers were
being replaced. During this period of time (approximately two weeks), the licusee
took daily grab samples and analyzed them as required by the Technical
Specifications. The inspector reviewed these analytical data and determined that the
radiological impacts to the environment and the public were minimal liven though
the licensee discussed the radiological impact during the PORC meeting to justify
these This, there were no radiological impact statements in the This, PORC records,
and safety evaluation The inspector discussed with the licensee the importance of the
radiological environmental impact study during the safety evaluation. The
radiological environmental impact study should be included in the safety evaluation.
The licensee stated that the radiological environmental impact study will be included
in the safety evaluation, as necessary, in the future. This item is closed.

_

4.0 Managtment Co.ntinh

4.1 l'rogram Changes

The inspector reviewed the organization and administration of both the REh1P
and the radioactive effluent control program and discussed with the licensee
any changes since the last inspection, conducted in hiarch 1991. There were
no changes in the oversight of either program since the previous inspection.

4.2 QualjLhwrance Audits

The inspector reviewed the following licensee's Quality Assurance Audit
Reports as part of the evaluation of the implementation the of Technical
Specification requirements.

- _ _ __ - _ - _ _ _ - - - - _ _____- _ _ - - _ _ _ - __ .
.
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VY-91-02, Chemistry, Radiological Etduent Technical Specifications !

(RETS), REMP, May 15, 1991
4

VY 92-02, Chemistry, Rlil'S, REMP, ODCM, February M,1992
{

The above audits were conducted by the Quality Assurance Audit Group and
technical specialists. The audits appeared to be thorough and of very good
technical depth to assess the Chemistry program, REMP, and RETS. The,

inspector noted that the 1991 audit documented thice findings aud six'
;

observations / recommendations and the 1992 audit deumented seven
'

observations / recommendations. Responses were timely and corrective actions
were appropriate. The Ondings were of no safety significance and were

,

closed. .

4a Review of theltumaLRroort and Semlannual Efnuent Repetis !

The inspector reviewed the Annual Radiological Environmental Operating
Report for 1991 as well as the available 1992 data for the REMP. The report
provided a comprehensiv: summary of the analytical results of the REMP
around the Vermont Yankee site, and met the Technical Specification reporting
requirements. The reviewed results indicated that all samples were collected
as required with a few exceptions which were thoroughly documented in the ,

report. No obvious omissions or anomalous data were identined.

The inspector reviewed the Semiannual Radioactive Effluent Release Reports
for 1991, the second half of 1990, and available 1992 data. These reports

'
provided total released radioactivity for ef0uent. No obvious omissions or
trends were noted. The inspector determined that the licensee met the ,

Technical Specification reporting requirements.
1

5.0 Liquid and Airborne Ef0uent Contr0Lhegam5

The inspector reviewed selected procedures and available ef0uent release data as part
of the examination of the implementation of the Technical Speci0 cation and ODCM
requirements. The inspector noted that the ef0uent control procedures were detailed
and well written. The inspector reviewed airborne ef0uent controls via the available
charcoal cartridge and particulate filter analysis; The reviewed results indicated that r

samples were collected as required and no anomalous data were identined during this
- inspection. - There were no liquid radwaste ef0uent releases during 1991 because of

#

the' licensee's program to minimi7e the routine release of radioactive liquid effluent
- from the site during normal operation, Therefore, there were no liquid release
permits.

..

1

L
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llased on the above reviews and discussion with personnel, the inspector determined
that the licensee had impleraented the radioactive ef0uent control programs
effectively.

f.0 CalibiadwtelJilQuent/PrLuiLRadialiD1LMntiten

The inspector reviewed the calibration procedures and the most recent calibration
results for the following ef0oent/ process monitors to determine the implementation of
the Technical Specification requirements.

-Air Ejector Offgas Itadiation hionitor
-AOG lluilding Noble Gas hionitor
-1.iquid Discharge Process hionitor
-Liquid Itadwaste Discharge hionitor
-hiain Steam Line hionitors
-itcactor Building Closed Cooling Water hionitor
-Service Water Discharge hionitor
Stack bionitors (Normal and liigh llange)

The Chemistry Department has the responsibility to perform radiological calibrations
of the above monitors with exception of the high range stack monitor and the main
steam line monitor. Itadiological calibrations on these two monitors were performed
by the Itadiation Protection Department. The Instrument and Controls (l&C)
Department has the resp,nsibility to perform the electronic calibrations on all the
above monitors. During the review of the calibration results, the inspector noted that
the radiological calibration technique for the monitors was very good. All reviewed
calibration results were within the licensee's acceptance criteria and met Technical

~

Specification requirements. Based on the above review and discussions with the
licensee, the inspector determined that the licensee implemented the program for
calibration of effluent and process radiation monitors effectively.

7.0 AlLCkattLrigintcm

The inspector reviewed the following licensee's procedures and most recent
surveillance test results to verify the implementation of the Technical Specification
requirements for the Standby Gas Treatment System (SGTS).

-Visual inspections
-In-place HEPA leak Tests
In place Charcoal Leak Tests

-System Air Flow Tests
Delta Pressure Tests
Laboratory Tests for the lodine Collection Efficiencies

_ _ _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ - _ _ _ _ - _ - _ _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - _
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All reviewed test results were found to be within the licensee's acceptance criteria. |

Although the surveillance tests of the Augmented Offgas (AOG) and the Radwaste
'

L Systems are not required by Technical Speci6 cations nor were they committed to in
the FSAR, surveillances were performed. The licensee indicated that they were
performed because these systems are required to be operable. The inspector noted
that surveillance tests of the AOG had been scheduled late July,1992. - The results of
this test will be reviewed during a subsequent inspection. Surveillances on the

L Radwaste System were performed as scheduled, however, the inspector noted that
certain surveillance test results did not meet the lleensce's acceptance criteria. The

,

licensee stated that work orders have been issued to determine the cause of the
failures after which, the sysicm will be re tested. This area will also be reviewed
during a subsequent inspection.

.

-llased on the above reviews and discussions with the licensee's representatives, the -

inspector determined that the licensee implemented the requirements of the above
systems effectively. No violations wcre identified in this area.

8.0- Radiological hiomiloring Results and Projgsted Dose Assessments for the Turhille '

Building Roof Vents Pathway (See inspIction Report No. 50-271/91-09 for detaih)

The neensee established the turbine building roof vents release pathway and initiated a
program to quantify the total amount of radioactive materials (iodines, particulates,
and tritium) released through this pathway on October 1,1991. This was the

i licensee's new release pathway and the results of the corrective actions for the NRC
followup item (50 271/8913-01) are described in Section 3.0 of this inspection
report.

,

The licensee calculated projected doses to the public using their ODChi methodology.
The results are listed in Table 1. _ Although the actual total amounts of radioactive ,

material released through the turbine building roof vents were lower than that of the
stack, the projected doses to the public were higher than that of the stack projected

Edoses due to the fact that these releases were considered to be ground Icvel releases.
The licensee reported these results in the Semiannual Report, the second half of 1991,

.

as required. It should be noted that all projected doses to the public were within the
regulatory limits.

The licensee completed preliminary engincering evaluation and decided to reroute the
_

turbine building roof vents to discharge through the plant stack during the next
refueling outage (about October 1993)._ Therefore, the licensee will not install a
radiation monitoring system (RhtS) on the turbine building roof vents. The main
stack RhtS has the capability to monitor efnuent for normal and emeigency
operations.

2 ~. ._. . . . ___.u.._._ __ ._ __._ _ . . . ~ . _ ._ _ . _ . . _ _ _ _ _
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Ilased on the above review, the inspector determined that the propor i fix for the
turbine building roof vents pathway is acceptable. The effluent mot'.aring program
will be reviewed during r hsequent irispections upon completion of rerouting the
turbine building vents effluent pathway,

9.0 Radiological Environmental hionitoring Program (REMP)

9.1 Direct Observations

The inspector examined selected environmental sampling stations with respect
to the requirements of the ODChi, Technical Specifications, and appropriate
procedures. These sampling stations included air samplers for airborne iodines
and particulates, a composite water sampling station, milk sampling stations,
and a number of thermoluminescent dosimetry (rLD) stations for direct
ambient radiation measurements. All selected air sampling equipment and the

. composite water sampler were operable at the time of the inspection. The
milk samples appeared to be available at the locations specified in the ODCM
and the TLDs were placed at the designated monitoring statioc.s. Sample
collection was performed according to the appropriate procedures and sample
schedule.

9.2 Implementation of the REbiP Procedures

The inspector reviewed the procedure OP-4605, Rev. 23, Environmental
R7.diation Sampling and Analysis, July 1,1992 as part of the evaluation of the
implementation of the REMP in accordance with the Technical Specifications
and ODCM. The procedure included airborne, milk and water sampling
methods, direct radiation measurements using TLDs, and land use census.
The reviewed procedures were detailed and provided the required direction and
guidance for implementing the REMP.

The inspector reviewed the most recent calibration results for the gas meters
"

for air sampling and noted that the licensee performs calibrations annually.
All reviewed calibration results were within the licensee's acceptance criteria.

Ilased on the above record reviews and discussions with the licensee's
representatives, the inspector determined that the licensee implemented the
REMP effectively,

9.3. Giality Control for Analytical Measurements

The inspector reviewed the licensee's program for quality control to determine
whether the licensee had adequate control with respect to sampling, analyzing
samples and evaluating data for the implementation of the REMP. The quality

. _ _._ _ __ _
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control program for analyses of environmental samples is conducted by the
Yankee Atomic Environmental l2boratory (YAEL), located in Framingham,
M A. The laboratory conducts a blind duplicate program, an intralaboratory
quality control program, and participates in the EPA cross-check program to
verify the quality of laboratory analysis. The inspector reviewed selected
results from these programs and noted that the reviewed results were within
the licensce's acceptance criteria. Based on the above reviews and discussions
with the licensee, the inspector determined that the licensee had a very good

quality control program.

10.0 bittenrological hippitoring Program

The inspector reviewed the licensee's meteorological monitoring program to
determine whether the instrumentation and equipment were operable, calibrated and
maintained. The inspector reviewed several detailed calibration procedures and the
most recent calibration results for the meteorological parameters wind speed, wind
direction, and delta temperature for the primary and back-up meteorological towers.
Calibrations were performed semiannually by a contractor using the licensee's
procedures. All reviewed calibration results were within the licensee's acceptance
criteria. The inspector noted that the instrumentation and the chart iccorders were
operab!c at the time of the inspection. The inspector also noted that the licensee has
the capability to access real-time meteorological data from the METPAC program
which is incorporated in the Emergency Response Facility information System

(ERFIS).

I1,0 EAiLit)1ctrier

The inspector met with the licensee representatives denoted in Section 1.0 of this
inspection report at the conclusion of the inspection on July 10, 1992. The inspector
summarized the purpose, scope, and findings of the inspection.

- - - - - - _
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Table 1. Dc a Comparison between the 'itack and the Turbine Building Roof Vents

Stack Stack Stack Turbine Turbine Turbine

Beta-Air Gamma-Air * Critical Beta-Air Gamma-Air * Critical

(mrad) (mrad) Organ (mrem) (mrad) (rnrad) Organ (mrem)

JAN 1992 4.92E-2 1.10E-1 3.96E-1 3.46E-1 1.58E-1 2.48E+0

FEB 1992 4.97E-2 1.1 I E-1 3.5I E-1 3.14E-1 1.44E-1 2.72E+0

MAR 1992# 1.84E-2 3.18E-2 2.09E-1 6.50E-2 2.98E-2 1.99E +0

APR 1992# 1.79E-2 3.26"] 2.22E-2 < l.33E-1 < 4.93E-2 2.01 E-1

MAY 1992 4.24E-2 9.432-2 7.59E-2 4.27E-2 1.95E-2 9.01 E-2

JUN 1992 3.54E-2 8.12E-2 6.90E-2 4.02E-2 1.83E-2 1.06E-1

* Critical Organ Doses due to Iodines, Particulates, and Tritium.
# Low Doses due to Refueling Outage

_
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